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Abstract
We present a formal description of a logical
language that is based on a propositional semantic network. Variables in this language are
not atomic and have potentially complex structure. We start from the individual components
of a semantic network system, atomic nodes
and relations that connect nodes, and provide a
complete speci cation for the structure of nodes
and a subsumption procedure between nodes.
We di er from other work in subsumption in
that the representation language is uniform and
based on an extended rst-order predicate logic. The language is particularly suitable for
addressing some problems associated with natural language processing, namely the representation of complex natural language descriptions
and inference associated with description subsumption.

1 Introduction
We present a formal description of a propositional
semantic-network-based knowledge representation system. Variables in this representation are not atomic
and have potentially complex structure. We start from
the individual components of a semantic network system, atomic nodes and relations that connect nodes, and
provide a complete speci cation for the structure of nodes
and a subsumption procedure between nodes. We di er
from other work in subsumption in that the representation language is uniform and based on a rst-order predicate logic. The language is particularly suitable for
addressing some problems associated with natural language processing, namely the representation of complex
natural language descriptions and inference associated
with description subsumption.

This is a extended version of a paper that appears in
the proceedings of AI'94, the Canadian Arti cial Intelligence
Conference, Ban Park Lodge, Ban , Alberta, Canada, May
16-20, 1994

Subsumption is a partial ordering on related concepts
(nodes in a semantic network) that relates more general
concepts to more speci c instances of those concepts.
The manner in which \more general" is determined characterizes the type of subsumption. Woods has classi ed
subsumption into extensional, structural, recorded, axiomatic, and deduced subsumption [Woods, 1991]. In general, the more complex the structure of the concepts (and
their associated semantics) the more dicult subsumption becomes.
Our formalism embeds a procedure for determining
structural and deduced subsumption between concept
nodes in a propositional semantic network representation (one in which propositions are represented by nodes
and not arcs of the network). We specify the structure of
the nodes of the propositional semantic network system
in terms of its components, nodes and relations between
nodes, and specify the subsumption procedure in terms
of these components. This subsumption procedure can
do the type of subsumption inference associated with
KL-ONE classi cation [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985]
and its successors (most notablely KRYPTON [Brachman et al., 1985]). This subsumption procedure does
this without a distinction between an assertional and terminological component (and their associated diculties
[Beierle et al., 1992]).
Sections 2 and 3 summarize the formal speci cation of
the logical language. Section 4 describes the subsumption procedure in detail. Sections 5 and 6 describe the
concept matcher and inference mechanism. These sections provide a framework in which the natural language
processing examples of Section 7 can be best understood.

2 Syntax and Semantics of the Logic
We specify the syntax and semantics of a logic whose
variables are not atomic and have structure. We call
these variables structured variables. The syntax of the
logic is speci ed by a complete de nition of a propositional semantic network representation formalism (an
augmentation of [Morgado, 1986, Shapiro, 1991]). By a

propositional semantic network, we mean that all information, including propositions, \facts", etc., is represented
by nodes. The implemented system, ANALOG, is used
here, for convenience, to refer to the logical system.

2.1 Semantics
As a propositional semantic network formalism, any theory of semantics that ascribes propositional meaning to
nodes can be the semantics used in ANALOG. In this
paper, examples and representations are used that follow the case frame semantics of [Shapiro and Rapaport,
1987] which provide a collection of propositional case
frames and their associated semantics based on an extended rst-order predicate logic. We augment that logic
further with arbitrary individuals (for the semantics of
structured variables) in a manner similar to the semantic
theory of [Fine, 1985]. For a more complete speci cation
of the syntax and semantics of ANALOG and its suitability for NLP, see [Ali, 1994, Ali and Shapiro, 1993,
Ali, 1993b, Ali, 1993a, Ali, 1993c].

2.2 The Domain of Interpretation
ANALOG nodes are terms of a formal language. The
interpretation of a node is an object in the domain of
interpretation, called an entity. Every ANALOG node
denotes an entity, and if n is an ANALOG node, then
n denotes the entity represented by n. Nodes are
atomic or structured. In the latter case, they are connected to other nodes by labelled arcs. The labels on
arcs are called \relations". It is useful, for discussing
the semantics of ANALOG networks, to present them in
terms of an \agent". Said agent has beliefs and performs
actions, and is actually a model of a cognitive agent. In
the rest of this explication, the term \node" will be used
for ANALOG node, and \relation" for ANALOG relation.

2.3 Metapredicates
To help formalize this description we introduce the metapredicates Conceive, Believe, and =. If n; n1; n2 are
metavariables ranging over nodes, and p is a metavariable ranging over proposition nodes, the semantics of the
metapredicates listed above are:

 Conceive(n) Means that the node is actually con-

structed in the network. Conceive(n) may be true
without n being known to be true or false. Also
note that n need not be a proposition.

 Believe(p) Means that the agent believes the proposition p .

 n1 = n2 Means that n1 and n2 are the same,
identical, node.

Belief implies conception, as speci ed in Axiom 1.

Axiom 1: Believe(p) ) Conceive(p)
In practical terms, this means that for a proposition to
have a belief status it must be a node in the semantic
network. This is a reasonable assumption since for an
agent to believe something the agent must have some
conceptualization for it.

2.4 De nition of Nodes
Informally, a node consists of a set of labeled (by relations) directed arcs to one or more nodes. Additionally,
a node may be labeled by a \name" (e. g., BILL, M1,
V1) as a useful (but extra-theoretic) way to refer to the
node. This naming of a proposition node is of the form
Mn, where n is some integer. A \!" is appended to the
name to show that the proposition represented by the
node is believed to be true (Believe(M1)). However, the
\!" does not a ect the identity of the node or the proposition it represents. Similarly, variable nodes are labeled
Vn, where n is some integer, and base nodes are named
Bn, where n is some integer (additionally, base nodes
may be named for the concept they represent, e. g., man).
More formally a node is de ned as follows:

De nition 1: There is a non-empty collection of labelled atomic nodes called base nodes. Typically, base
nodes are mnemonically labelled to indicate the entity
they denote. Example: bill is a base node.

De nition 2: A wire is an ordered pair <r; n>|,
where r is a relation, and n is a node. Metavariables w; w1; w2; : : : range over wires. Example: <member,
john> is a wire.

De nition 3: A nodeset is a set of nodes, fn1; : : :; nkg.
Meta-variables ns; ns1 ; ns2; : : : range over nodesets. Example: fjohn, billg is a nodeset if john and bill are
nodes.

De nition 4: A cable is an ordered pair <r; ns>,
where r is a relation, and ns is a non-empty nodeset.
Meta-variables c; c1; c2; : : : range over cables. Example:
<member, fjohn, billg> is a cable.

De nition 5: A cableset is a non-empty set of cables,
f<r1; ns1 >, : : :, <rk ; nsk >g, such that ri = rj () i =
j. Meta-variables cs; cs1 ; cs2; : : : range over cablesets.
Example: f<member, fjohn, billg>, <class, fmang>g
is a cableset.

De nition 6: Every node is either a base node or a
cableset. Example: bill is a base node, f<member,
fjohn, billg>, <class, fmang>g is a cableset.

De nition 7: We overload the membership relation
\2" so that x 2 s holds just under the following conditions:

depends(v) = ns2 if v = f<some; ns1 >, <depends; ns2 >g
Informally, rest(v) is the set of restriction propositions

1. If x is a node and s is a nodeset,
x 2 s () 9y [y 2 s ^ Subsume(y; x).]

on the types of things that may be bound to the variable node v. Depend(v) is the set of universal variable
nodes on which the existential variable node, v, is scopedependent.

2. If x is a wire such that x = <r1; n>|, and s is a
cable such that s = <r2 ; ns>, then
x 2 s () r1 = r2 ^ n 2 ns.

De nition 11: A molecular node is a cableset that
is not a variable node. Example: f<member, fjohn,
billg>, <class, fmang>g is a molecular node, since it

Example:

M1

2 fM1,

g

M2, M3

Example:

,
2 <member, fjohn, billg>
3. If x is a wire and s is a cableset, then
x 2 s () 9c[c 2 s ^ x 2 c].
Example: <member, john> 2 f<member, fjohn,
billg>, <class, fmang>g
<member john>

Because we need more de nitions before Subsume can be
de ned, we defer its de nition to Figure 2.

De nition 8: An nrn-path from the node n1 to the
node nk+1 is a sequence, n1 ; r1; : : :; nk ; rk ; nk+1, for k 

1 where the ni are nodes, the ri are relations, and for each
i, <ri ; ni+1> 2 ni . Example: If M1 = f<member, fjohn,
billg>, <class, fmang>g, then M1, member, john and
M1, class, man are some nrn-paths.

De nition

9:

A node n1 dominates a node n2 just in case there is
an nrn-path from n1 to n2. The predicate dominate(n1 ,
n2 ) is true if and only if n1 dominates n2. Example:
If M1 = f<member, fjohn, billg>, <class, fmang>g,
then M1 dominates john, bill, and man.

De nition 10: A variable node is a cableset of
the form f<any, ns>g (universal variable node) or
f<some, ns1 >, <depends, ns2 >g (existential variable
node). Additionally, a node is a variable node only if:
1. If it has the form f<any, ns>g, then every n 2 ns
must dominate it.
2. If it has the form f<some, ns1 >, <depends, ns2 >g,
then every n 2 ns1 must dominate it and every n 2
ns2 must be a universal variable node.
V1 = f<any, ff<member, fV1g>, <class,
fmang>gg>g is the variable node corresponding to every

Example:

man. The variable label V1 is just a convenient extra-

theoretic method of referring to the variable.

We de ne two selectors for variable nodes:

if v = f<any; ns>g
rest(v) = ns
ns1 if v = f<some; ns1 >, <depends; ns2>g

is a cableset but not a variable node.

De nition 12: A rule node is a molecular node that

dominates a variable node that does not, in turn, dominate it. Example:
Given the labelled nodes below:
V1 = f<any, fM1g>g
M1 = f<member, fV1g>, <class, fmang>g
M2 = f<member, fV1g>, <class, fmortalg>g
M2 is a rule node since M2 dominates V1, which does not,
in turn, dominate M2. M1 is not a rule node because,
while it dominates V1, it is also dominated by V1. The
non-rule nodes that dominate variable nodes correspond
to restrictions on binders of those same variable nodes.

De nition 13: A wireset of a node n is de ned
as fwjw 2 ng. Example: If M2 = f<member,
fjohn, billg>, <class, fmang>g then: wireset(M2) =
f<member, john>, <member, bill>, <class, man>g.
2.5 The ANALOG model
De nition 14: An ANALOG model is a tuple

(A; B; M; R; U; E; ,) where A is a set of relations, B
is a set of base nodes, M is a set of non-rule molecular
nodes, R is a set of rule nodes, U is a set of universal variable nodes, and E is a set of existential variable
nodes, and ,  M [ R. B, M, R, U, and, E are disjoint.
, consists of the set of asserted nodes.

2.6 Reduction
We follow [Shapiro, 1986, Shapiro, 1991] in arguing for
a form of reduction inference (de ned in Axioms 2 and 3
below) as being useful. This is a form of structural subsumption [Woods, 1991], peculiar to semantic network
formalisms, which allows a proposition to \reduce" to
(logically imply) propositions whose wires are a subset
of the wires of the original proposition. Figure 1 gives
an example of a proposition expressing a brotherhood
relation among a group of men. Node M1 represents the
proposition that bill, john, ted, and joe are brothers. By reduction subsumption, all proposition nodes
(such as M2 and M3) involving fewer brothers follow.
However, we must restrict the use of reduction inference to precisely those propositions and rules which are

In the following model (A; B; M; R; U; E; ,):
A =frelation,

g, B =fbill,

arg

g, M =fM1,

john, ted

M2, M3

g, , =fM1,

M2, M3

g

where:
M1 =
M2 =
M3 =

f<relation, fbrothersg>, <arg, fbill,
f<relation, fbrothersg>, <arg, fjohn,
f<relation, fbrothersg>, <arg, fbill,

Some reductions: Reduce(M2,

M1)

gg

john, ted >
ted >
john >

, and Reduce(M3,

gg
gg

M1)

Figure 1: Example of Subsumption by Reduction for a Particular Model
reducible through the use of the IsReducible metapredicate.

Axiom 2: Reduce(cs1; cs2) () (8w[w 2 cs2 ) w 2
cs1 ] ^ IsReducible (cs1 ; cs2 )).
Note that the semantics of the metapredicate IsReducible will be speci ed in terms of the particular case
frames used in a representation language. Propositions
like M1 are clearly reducible, but not all propositional
case frames are reducible. For example,

8x((man(x) ^ rich(x)) ) happy(x))

(1)

should not allow the reduced proposition:

8x(man(x) ) happy(x))

(2)

which involves fewer constraints on x than than proposition (1), as the latter does not follow from the former.
New propositions derived by reduction should be implied
by the propositions from which they are derived. For
example note that reduction to proposition (2) is appropriate when the constraints in the antecedent of the rule
are disjunctive as in:

8x((man(x) _ rich(x)) ) happy(x))

(3)

IsReducible should be de ne appropriately for the partic-

ular representation language to allow (or disallow) these
reductions. In Section 3.3 we specify some of the reducible case frames we use in this paper.
A proposition that is a reducible reduction of a believed proposition is also a believed proposition. Since
nodes are, by de nition, cablesets, we state this as in
Axiom 3.

Axiom 3:
Believe(n2 )

(Reduce(n1; n2) ^ Believe(n1 ))

)

2.7 Types of Nodes
We have de ned four types of nodes: base, molecular,
rule, and variable nodes. Informally, base nodes correspond to individual constants in a standard predicate
logic, molecular nodes to sentences and functional terms,
rule nodes to closed sentences with variables, and variable nodes to variables. Note that syntactically all are
terms in ANALOG, however.

3 Semantic Issues
ANALOG is speci ed in terms of a propositional semantic network. By this is meant that all information, including propositions, \facts", etc., is represented by nodes. Labelled arcs are purely structural and
carry no assertional import. The bene t of representing propositions by nodes is that propositions about
other propositions may be represented. This means that
ANALOG is not strictly rst-order as variables may
quantify over nodes that correspond to propositions or
predicates rather than individuals. This has useful consequences when processing natural language, particularly questions whose answers are propositions, in that
any node (including non-base nodes) can be bound to
the variable associated with a question.

3.1 Intensional Representation
ANALOG nodes correspond to intensional entities.
What is being represented, in ANALOG, is an agent's
mind. Objects in that mind need not represent any extensional object in the world. To connect objects of mind
to extensional objects in the world, ANALOG uses a case
frame with a lex arc to the object of thought denoting
its extension. Additionally, sensory nodes can also make
this connection to the external world.

3.2 The Uniqueness Principle

No two nodes in the network represent the same individual, proposition, or rule.

Axiom 4: n1 = n2 () n1 = n2
This is a consequence of the intensional semantics, since
nodes correspond to objects of thought in an agent's
mind. The objects of thought are intensional: a mind
can have two or more objects of thought that correspond
to only one extensional object, or no extensional object.
The classic example of this is the Morning Star and the
Evening Star which might be distinct objects of thought,
but have a single extensional referent. Thus the nodes
representing the Morning Star and the Evening Star are
distinct, and any node can denote only one intensional
object which no other node can denote [Maida and Shapiro, 1982].
A bene t of this is a high degree of structure-sharing in
large networks. Additionally, the network representation
of some types of sentences can re ect the re-use of natural
language terms expressed by pronouns and other reduced
forms.

3.3 Case Frame Semantics

4 Subsumption
Semantic network formalisms provide \links" that relate
more general concepts to more speci c concepts; this
is called a taxonomy. It allows information about concepts to be associated with their most general concept,
and it allows information to lter down to more speci c concepts in the taxonomy via inheritance. More
general concepts in such a taxonomy subsume more speci c concepts, the subsumee inheriting information from
its subsumers. For atomic concepts, subsumption relations between concepts are speci ed by the links of the
taxonomy. We specify subsumption for non-atomic concepts, below.

De nition 15: A binding is a pair v=u, where either u
is a universal SV and v is any node or u and v are both
existential nodes. Examples: V1/V2, JOHN/V1.

De nition 16: A substitution is a (possibly empty)
set of bindings, ft1 =v1; : : :; tn=vn g. Examples: fV1/V2,
JOHN/V3g, fB1/V1, M1/V2g.
De nition 17: The result of applying a substitution,
 = ft1=v1 ; : : :; tm =vm g, to a node n is the instance n
of n obtained by simultaneously replacing each of the vi
dominated by n with ti . If  = fg, then n = n. Example: If M1 = f<member, fV1g>, <class, fMANg>g then:
M1fJOHN/V1g = f<member, fJOHNg>, <class, fMANg>g

ANALOG can support any propositional representations
that have a consistent syntax and semantics. In this
paper, examples of representations used will follow the
syntax and semantics of [Shapiro and Rapaport, 1987].
Here we describe only two case frames (those used in De nition 18: Let  = fs =u ; : : :; s =u g and  =
1 1
n n
the brothers example of Figure 1), due to space limita- ft =v ; : : :; t =v g be substitutions.
Then
the compos1
1
m
m
tions. We specify their syntax, semantics, and status for ition    of  and  is the substitution obtained
from the
reduction.
set: fs1 =u1; : : :; sn=un ; t1=v1 ; : : :; tm =vm g by deleting
1. f<member; ns1 >, <class; ns2 >g: For any n1 2 ns1 , any binding si =ui for which ui = si . Example: If  =
and any n2 2 ns2 , n1 is a member of class n2 . fV1/V2, V4/V3g, and  = fV2/V1, JOHN/V4g then   
= fJOHN/V3, JOHN/V4g.
Valid reductions are speci ed by:
IsReducible(f<member; ns1 [ ns3 >, <class; ns2 [ ns4 >g,De nition 19: A substitution, , is consistent i
f<member; ns1 >, <class; ns2 >g)
neither of the following hold:
where ns1 6= fg, and ns2 6= fg.
9u; t; s[t=u 2  ^ s=u 2  ^ s 6= t]
2. f<relation; ns1 >, <arg; ns2 >g: For every n1 2 ns1 ,
9u; v; t[t=u 2  ^ t=v 2  ^ u 6= v]
and every n2 ; n3 2 ns2 ; n2 6= n3, n2 is in relation
n1 to n3 , and n3 is in relation n1 to n2 . We note that this is di erent from the standard de nition
Valid reductions are speci ed by:
of consistency for substitutions. A substitution that is
not consistent is termed inconsistent. The motivation
IsReducible(f<relation; ns1 [ ns3 >, <arg; ns2 [ ns4 >g, for the second constraint (called the unique variable bindf<relation; ns1 >, <arg; ns2 >g)
ing rule, UVBR) is that in natural language, users seldom want di erent variables in the same sentence to bind
where ns1 6= fg, and jns2j  2
identical objects [Shapiro, 1986]. For example, Every
Note that most of the valid reductions of these propos- elephant hates every elephant has a di erent interpretitional case frames follow directly from their semantics. ation from Every elephant hates himself. Typically, the
There are numerous other case frames that are useful and most acceptable interpretation of the former sentence renecessary (for a complete dictionary of them, see [Sha- quires that it not be interpreted as the latter. UVBR
piro et al., 1993]).
requires that within an individual sentence that is a rule

Subsume(x; y) in a model (A; B; M; R; U; E; ,) if and only if, one of:

1. x = y.
2. Reduce(x; y)
3. For x 2 U and y 2 B [ M [ R, if not occurs-in(x, y) and there exists a substitution S such that

8r[r 2 rest(x); , ` rfy=xg  S]:
Logical derivation is here denoted by \`."
4. For x 2 U and y 2 U [ E, if
8r[r 2 rest(x) ) 9s[s 2 rest(y) ^ Subsume (r; s)]]
5. For x; y 2 E, if all of the following hold:
8s[s 2 rest(y) ) 9r[r 2 rest(x) ^ Subsume (r; s)]]
8r[r 2 rest(x) ) 9s[s 2 rest(y) ^ Subsume (r; s)]]
8d[d 2 depends(y) ) 9c[c 2 depends(x) ^ Subsume (c; d)]]
Figure 2: Subsumption Procedure
In the following model (A; B; M; R; U; E; ,):
A =fmember,

g, B =fman,

class, any

mortal, Socrates

g, M =fM1,

M3, M4

g, R =fM2g, U =fV1g

where:
M1 =
M3 =
V1 =

f<member, fV1g>,<class, fmang>g,
f<member, fSocratesg>,<class, fmang>g,
f<any, fM1g>g

The resulting subsumption: Subsume(M2,

M4)

M2 =
M4 =

f<member, fV1g>,<class, fmortalg>g
f<member, fSocratesg>,<class, fmortalg>g

.

Figure 3: Example of Subsumption for a Particular Model
(has bound variables), any rule use (binding of variables)
must involve di erent terms for each variable in the rule
to be acceptable. Examples:
fJOHN/V2, BILL/V2g is inconsistent.
fJOHN/V1, JOHN/V2g is inconsistent.
fJOHN/V1, BILL/V2g is consistent.

De nition 20: The predicate occurs-in(x; y) where
x is a variable is de ned: occurs-in(x; y) ()

dominate(y; x): Occurs-in is used for the standard oc-

curs check of the uni cation algorithm (and is just a more
perspicacious naming of dominate).
In ANALOG, we specify subsumption as a binary relation between arbitrary nodes in the network. We de ne
subsumption between two nodes x and y in Figure 2.
This de nition of subsumption includes subsumption

mechanisms that Woods classi es as structural, recorded,
axiomatic, and deduced subsumption [Woods, 1991]. In
Figure 2, case (1) corresponds to identical nodes (a node,
obviously, subsumes itself). Case (2) is the reduction inference case discussed in section 2.6. Case (3) applies
when a universal structured variable node subsumes another node. This corresponds to a description like any
rich man subsuming John if John is known to be a man
and rich. Such a variable will subsume another node if
and only if every restriction on the variable can be derived (in the current model) for the node being subsumed.
Subsumption, consequently, requires derivation. For the
examples shown here, standard rst-order logical derivation may be assumed. Case (4) allows a more general universal variable node to subsume a less general existential
variable node. For this to happen, for every restriction

in the universal variable node there must be a restriction
in the existential variable node, and the former restriction must subsume the latter restriction. For example,
the variable node corresponding to every rich girl would
subsume some rich happy girl (but not some girl). Case
(5) allows one existential variable node to subsume another. The requirement for this case is, essentially, that
the variables be notational variants of each other, except
for those universal structured variables they are scope
dependent upon. This is because it is not, in general,
possible for any existential variable to subsume another
except when they are structurally identical. The reason
this case is needed (rather than just excluding it entirely)
is that for a rule node corresponding to every boy loves
some girl to subsume every rich boy loves some girl, the
existential variable node corresponding to the some girl
in the rst rule node must subsume the existential variable node corresponding to the some girl in the second
rule node.
In Figure 3, a more detailed example for a particular
model is given. Node M2 represents the proposition that
all men are mortal, M3 the proposition that Socrates
is a man, and M4 the proposition that Socrates is
mortal. V1 is the structured variable representing any
man. It then follows that M4 is a special case of M2
directly by subsumption, since V1 subsumes Socrates.
Note that the restrictions on subsumption involving variables is stricter than Reduce, which only requires that
the wires of one node be a subset of the other.
As with reduction (Axiom 3), a proposition that is
subsumed by a believed proposition is also a believed
proposition. This can be stated as a more general form
of Axiom 3.

Axiom 5:

Believe(n2 )

(Subsume(n1 ; n2) ^ Believe(n1 )) )

Axiom 5 allows the sorts of commonsense description
subsumption evident in natural language.

5 Node Matching
Matching in ANALOG is the process of determining the
most general common instance (MGI) of two nodes such
that one instance subsumes the other instance. Matching is speci ed in terms of nodes (and the arcs connecting them) and sets of substitutions (substitutionsets) for
variables in the nodes.
The process looks like Figure 4. When two nodes are
being considered to determine a subsumption relationship (n1 and n2), the matcher attempts to nd two substitutions s and t (called the source and target substitutions, respectively), such that if s is applied to n1 to
produce n3 , and if t is applied to n2 to produce n4 , then
n3 will subsume n4 . Given two nodes, the matcher returns a set of (si ; sj ) pairs that are possible substitutions

n2

n1

n1 s

n2 t

n3

Subsume

n4

Figure 4: Pictorial View of Node Matching Process
for the two nodes that result in the subsumption relationship. If none is possible, the empty set is returned.

5.1 Match Algorithm

The two-way matching procedure takes a pair of nodes
i; j and returns a substitution set consisting of sourcetarget substitutions (si ; ti ) such that Subsume(isi , jti ).
To account for the possibility of multiple source-target
substitutions, match also takes a substitution set which
constrains the possible matches (based on previous recursive matchings). Match is de ned in Algorithm 1 of
Figure 5 and works by recursively generating all possible
consistent source-target substitutions on a case by case
basis. Each case of the match procedure potentially adds
a new binding to the source or target substitutions in the
substitution set that is the result of the matching.
In Algorithm 1, case (1) will succeed only if the two
nodes are identically the same node. This follows from
the uniqueness principle. Since this match involves no
variables, no new bindings are added in the event of a
successful match. This case occurs when matching two
terms that share a subterm. This is particularly likely to
occur for base nodes, since there will only be one base
node for any intensional individual in the network. Cases
(2) and (3) deal with attempted matches where one node
is a universal variable. If the universal variable node subsumes the other node (subject to the current source and
target substitutions), a new binding is added to all the
source-target substitution sets and the consistent sourcetarget substitutions become the resulting substitution set.
Cases (4) and (5) deal with attempted matchings where
both nodes are existential variable nodes. Depending
on whether the source subsumes the target or the target
subsumes the source (subject to the current source and
target substitutions), a new binding is added to all the
source or target substitutions and the consistent sourcetarget substitutions become the resulting substitution set.
Case (6) is the general case and deals with attempts to
match two molecular or rule nodes. Both the source and
target nodes are converted into their equivalent wiresets,

and all possible matchings of wires are attempted to determine if the source node can match the target node.
This is done using the matchwires function in Algorithm
2. Matchwires works by attempting to nd consistent
source-target substitutions such that all wires of a source
instance's wireset are in the target instance's wireset.

6 Node Inference
The primary form of inference in ANALOG is instantiation, that is, replacing more statements with more speci c statements by applying substitutions generated by
the matcher. The metarule for this is:
Believe(n1 )
Conceive(n2 )
(s; t) 2 match(n1 ; n2; fg)
Believe(n2 t)
In this metarule, n1 is a node that represents a statement
that is believed, and n2 is a node that is merely conceived, typically corresponding to a question. If match
returns a substitution pair that allows the belief of an
instance of n2 this rule allows the system to believe that
instance. Because syntactically similar natural language
statements are mapped into structurely similar representations (including questions) this rule allows general
inference, as illustrated in the next section.

7 ANALOG for NLP
So far, we have motivated some aspects of the logic underlying the ANALOG knowledge representation and reasoning system and formalized some important concepts,
such as subsumption, associated with the logical system.
At this point, we will attempt to illustrate the utility of
the system for natural language processing with speci c
examples the system modelling natural language use.
ANALOG includes a generalized augmented transition
network (GATN) natural language parser and generation
component linked up to the knowledge base (based on
[Shapiro, 1982a]). A GATN grammar speci es the translation/generation of sentences involving complex noun
phrases into/from ANALOG structured variable representations.
The representation of structured variables suggested
here can represent rst-order quantifying expressions
directly. In general, there is a direct mapping from
natural language quantifying expressions into structured
variable representations, since structured variables correspond directly to noun phrases with restrictive relative
clause complements. The natural language processing
subsystem of ANALOG is based on an interpreter
for generalized augmented transition network (GATN)
grammars [Woods, 1970, Shapiro, 1982b]. These are
networks of nodes and arcs, similar to nite-state machines, in which arcs are labeled by parts of speech or

other GATN network names. Transitions from state to
state occur when the correct parts of speech are matched
to words in the text to be parsed. Each transition consumes the matched portion of the input. Because these
networks are non-deterministic all possible correct parses
are found.
Figure 8 shows a fragment of the GATN grammar that
processes noun phrases corresponding to structured variables. So in Figure 8, if the text to be processed were:
the happy man the sequence of transitions would be NP,
NP1, NP1, NP2. The arc labeled \pop" out of state NP2
corresponds to a successful parse. The NP subnetwork
processes surface noun phrases and builds the appropriate representation by processing articles, adjectives, and
restrictive relative clauses.
adjective

NP1

NP

RREL
noun

article

noun

NP2

pop

Figure 8: GATN NP subnetwork for noun phrases corresponding to structured variables.
We present two demonstrations of the NLP component
of ANALOG. The rst illustrates the representation and
use of complex noun phrases, the second is a demonstration that illustrates the use of description subsumption
and inference in providing useful answers to questions.

7.1 Representation of Complex Noun Phrases
An apparent advantage of the use of structured variables lies in the representation and generation of complex noun phrases that involve restrictive relative clause
complements. The restriction set of a structured variable typically consists of a type constraint along with
property constraints (adjectives) and other more complex
constraints (restrictive relative clause complements). So,
when parsing a noun phrase all processing is localized
and associated with building its structured variable representation. When generating a surface noun phrase corresponding to the structured variable, all constraints associated with the variable are part of its structure and
can be collected and processed easily. This is in contrast
to non-structured variable representations (such as rstorder predicate logic) where the restrictions on variables
are disassociated from the variables themselves, in the
antecedents of rules.
In Figure 6, user input is italicized, the text at the
beginning is a standard message and will be omitted

from the remaining gure. Figure 6 shows example sentences with progressively more complex noun phrases
being used. These noun phrases are uniformly represented using structured variables. Parsing and generation
of these noun phrases is simpli ed because structured
variables collect all relevant restrictions on a variable
into one unit, a structured variable. The parser parses
the user's sentence and builds an ANALOG representation for the user input. The resulting representation
is then passed to the generation component, which generates the output response (sometimes pre xed by the
canned phrase I understand that). Notice how, in
Figure 6, the descriptions in the sentences get progressively more complex. Because structured variables collect
all constraints on a variable into one term, it is relatively
simple to parse complex natural language noun phrases,
as in the examples. Similarly, for generation of language
from the representation, it is simple to generate complex
natural language descriptions from structured variables.
If constraints on variables corresponding to the complex
noun phrases were represented using rst-order predicate logic, then it would be dicult to generate natural
language noun phrases corresponding to these variables.
This is because the constraints on variables would, likely,
be well-separated from the variables in the antecedents
of rules involving these variables. This is not the case in
a structured variable representation.

7.2 Description Subsumption and Question
Answering

Because the structure of the representation of rules is
\ at", that is, there is not the arti cial antecedentconsequent structure associated with rst-order logicbased representations, it is possible to frame questions
whose answers are rules and not just ground formulas.
Since the structure of the question will mirror the structure of the rule, any rule that is subsumed by a question
is an answer to that question. Figure 7 gives a sample
dialog involving questions whose answers are ground propositions (e. g., Is John mortal) as well as questions
whose answers are rules (e. g., Who is mortal). This dialog also illustrates the uses of subsumption. Since we told
the system Every man is mortal, it follows that any more
speci cally constrained man (e. g., Every rich young man
that owns some car) must also be mortal. Note that this
answer (a rule) follows directly by subsumption from a
rule previously told to the system. This is another way
in which rules may be answers to questions.
We examine the subsumption inference in Figure 7
in detail. All references to sentences will be to the
numbered sentences in Figure 7. After sentence (1) is
processed, sentence (3) then asks who is mortal. In a
standard rst-order-predicate-logic-based system, no answer could be given because there are, as yet, no instances of men in the knowledge base. This is contrary to
the commonsense answer of sentence (4), which reiterates

the rule of sentence (1). This is possible in ANALOG because the structure of the representation of the question
(Who is mortal) is similar to that of any of its answers.
Thus, any asserted proposition that is subsumed by the
question is a valid answer (including rules).
Sentence (5) is an example of a question about a rule.
Since every man is mortal is believed (the system was
told this in sentence (1)) it follows that any more restricted sort of man is also mortal. The subsumption
procedure speci es this explicitly. The representation of
sentence (5) in is a less general form of sentence (1),
since any man subsumes any rich man. Since the rule
of sentence (5) is subsumed by a believed node (that of
sentence (1)), it follows by Axiom 5 that sentence (5) is
believed (thus, the representation of the question itself
is a believed proposition) and the system answers yes to
the question. Sentence (7) asserts that John is a man.
At this point, the system knows all men are mortal and
John is a man. When the question of sentence (9) is
asked, the system nds the rule of sentence (1) and determines that it subsumes sentence (9) because John is a
man and, again by axiom 5, the result follows. However,
note that in this derivation the result is a ground formula
rather than a rule. Sentence (11) illustrates the retrieval
of the system's information about who is mortal; note
the additional believed propositions. Sentence (13) is an
example of a more complex noun phrase in a rule. The
representation of (13) is subsumed by that of sentence (1)
or (5) leading to the yes answer. In sentence (15), a new
rule about rich young car-owning men being happy is introduced. The question of sentence (17) (is John happy)
cannot be answered, because the system cannot determine that any rich young car-owning man subsumes John.
This is because, while John is a man, he is not known
to be young, rich, and owning a car (requirements for
this subsumption). Sentence (19) informs the system of
these requirements the systems understanding is veri ed
by question (21). Note that the structure of the question involving two variables (Who and a car) is identical
to that of the structure of its answer, which would not
be the case if constraints were separated from variables
in the antecedents of rules (as is done in typical logics).
The question is asked again and, because the subsumption relationship can be determined, is answered in the
armative.

8 Summary
We have described a logical language designed for natural
language processing. We have shown how the primary
means of automated deduction is a form of subsumption,
that models reasoning methods used in natural language.
We have illustrated the suitability of our work for natural
language processing.
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Algorithm 1 Match(i, j , S ) in a model (A; B; M; R; U; E; ,)
If i = j Then
Return S
Elseif i 2 U and Subsume (iak ; jbk ) Then
Return f(ak  fj=ig; bk ) j (ak ; bk) 2 S ^ ak  fj=ig is consistent.g
Elseif j 2 U and Subsume (jbk ; iak ) Then
Return f(ak ; bk  fi=j g) j (ak ; bk) 2 S ^ bk  fj=ig is consistent.g
Elseif i; j 2 E Then
If Subsume (iak ; jbk ) Then
Return f(ak  fj=ig; bk ) j (ak ; bk) 2 S ^ ak  fj=ig is consistent.g
Elseif Subsume (jbk ; iak ) Then
Return f(ak ; bk  fi=j g) j (ak ; bk) 2 S ^ bk  fj=ig is consistent.g
End
Elseif i; j 2 M [ R Then
Return matchwires(wireset(i), wireset(j ), S )
Else
Return fail
End

Algorithm 2 Matchwires(ws1, ws2, S )
If S = fail or ws1 = fg Then
Return fail
Elseif ws2 = fg Then
Return S
Else
S 2
3
matchwires
(
ws
,
f
<r;
n>
g
;
1
2ws1
4
S <r;n>
ws2 , f<r; m>g; 5 , ffailg
<r;m>2ws2
match (n; m; s))
If S = fg Then
Return fail
Else
Return S
End
End
Figure 5: Match and Matchwires Algorithms

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(parse -1)
ATN parser initialization...
Input sentences in normal English orthographic convention.
Sentences may go beyond a line by having a space followed by a <CR>
To exit the parser, write ^ end.
: Every man owns a car
I understand that every man owns some car.
: Every young man owns a car
I understand that every young man owns some car.
: Every young man that loves a girl owns a car that is sporty
I understand that every young man that loves any girl owns some sporty car.
: Every young man that loves a girl that owns a dog owns a red car that is sporty
I understand that every young man that loves any girl that owns any dog owns some red
sporty car.
: Every young man that loves a girl and that is happy owns a red sporty car that wastes gas
I understand that every young happy man that loves any girl owns some sporty red car that
wastes gas.
: ^ end
ATN Parser exits...

Figure 6: Examples of complex noun phrase use that correspond to structured variables
: Every man is mortal
I understand that every man is mortal.
: Who is mortal
Every man is mortal.
: Is any rich man mortal
Yes, every rich man is mortal.
: John is a man
I understand that John is a man.
: Is John mortal
Yes, John is mortal.
: Who is mortal
John is mortal and every rich man is mortal and every man is mortal.
: Are all rich young men that own some car mortal
Yes, every young rich man that owns some car is mortal.
: Any rich young man that owns any car is happy
I understand that every young rich man that owns any car is happy.
: Is John happy
I don't know.
: Young rich John owns a car
I understand that mortal rich young John owns some car.
: Who owns a car
Mortal rich young John owns some car.
: Is John happy
Yes, mortal rich young John is happy.

Figure 7: Deduced Subsumption with Complex Descriptions.
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